DynaLab is established in 1987. Starting with Kanji Font as main business, DynaLab also provide prepress and publishing tool to Asia users.

From 2001, DynaLab transfer the Font business to DynaComware and focus on Service Platform delivery.

From 2012, several Hardware companies work with DynaLab to offer Service Portal, Corn Soup, together with Hardware for bundle sales. It enables many services organizations to deliver cloud service easily.

Today there are organizations like hospitals, insurance companies schools and enterprises training organizations using Corn Soup to deliver cloud service.

We are looking for students who are familiar with Management information system and Android device.

The job is to install robots in elderly people homes in LA area.

We expect students who are able to learn the robots introduction guide and perform the installation task. Also prefer students who are passion to work with elderly people.

If interested, please contact: stanley@dynalab.com.tw